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General description on research questions, objectives and theoretical framework
The context of young people´s transitions has changed during the past decades. The individualized
nature of contemporary society means that one’s life are less likely to follow a traditional life course
or coherent career path, as common only a generation ago. Transitions and careers are less linear and
more fragmented, individualized and destandardized. The individual life-course and transitions are less
predictable and therefore more unsecure, complex and at risk (du Bois-Reymond & Straber 2005,
Evans 2002, Walther & Plug 2006 Trondman & Bunar 2001). In this respect, it can be difficult to make
realistic plans for one´s future. Age-based identities have also been weakened because of weaker
timeframes guiding career transitions (Brannen & Nilsen 2002, Skelton, 2002). The individualization
that characterizes today's society means that young people in several aspects are left to themselves
to identify and assess options, take more personal responsibility and make more independent choices
(Dovemark 2004).
Thus, contemporary society creates new temporal conditions with importance for the organization of
education, work and planning of the individual career (Adam & Groves 2007, Woodman 2011). A
substantial body of research argue that contemporary society makes it more difficult for individuals to
position and orient themselves in a longer and coherent time perspective. Some research argues that
today, young people live their lives in an "extended present", as focus lies on current priorities because
of the unpredictability and increased difficulty to plan for the future (Brannen & Nilsen 2002, Nowotny
1994, Oinonen 2003).
With this background the study aim to investigate the temporal dimensions of career choices from the
perspectives of young adults.

Aim of the study and research questions
Our perceptions of the past, present and future influence our choices, actions and understanding of
opportunity structures. This paper aims to investigate the temporal dimension of individual agency,
focusing on young people's career transitions, choices and time horizons. Young people´s narratives of
careers, from a biographical perspective, are analyzed within the context of temporal conditions of
contemporary society. The analysis investigates the interplay between the individual's time
perspective and his/her actions in relation to resources, social positions as social class and gender as
well as socio-geographic space, societal structures and time orders.

Theory
The empirical interest is directed towards young people´s careers and the study investigates how
young people's temporal orientations and time horizons for careers are constructed in individual
narratives. To understand the relationship between agency and structure and the social
embeddedness of individual career choices, the theoretical point of departure of the study is
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Bourdieu’s (1999) theory of action along with Hodkinson & Sparkes (1997) careership theory. As a main
focus is to investigate the temporal aspect of agency, the study takes additional input from Emirbayer
and Misches (1998) theories which conceptualize agency as a temporally embedded process.
A theoretical starting point is that the social world is both spatially and temporally structured and that
we use time as a tool for constructing reality. The theoretical concepts Temporal orientation - focusing
on individual strategies using time as an aspect of making meaning - and Temporal order - focusing on
the social context and the organizing function of time – are used as tools to analyze the
agency/structure relationship and how individual time horizons are socially constructed (Närvänen
1994). The aim is also to investigate how the theoretical concepts "extended present" (Nowotny 1994),
"time horizon" (Nilsen 1991) and "planning horizon" (Närvänen 1994) can be useful in analyzing
individual time orientations in careers.

Methods/methodology
The methodological perspective of this study is influenced by narrative theory and method. A central
starting point is that by studying narratives one can perceive how individuals construct meaning from
different experiences and position and identify themselves in a social context. Further, narratives are
understood as social actions and as acts of identification and positioning (Anthias 2002, Somers 1994).
The empirical material for the study comprise from 18 individual, qualitative interviews conducted
with young people (young adults) aged 20- to 27 years. 9 young women and 9 young men participated.
All of them are living in smaller towns in the northern regions of Sweden, some of them are employees,
others are self-employed, unemployed or students. The interviews were semi-structured and had a
narrative biographical approach, encouraging the informants to describe their educational and
working life choices. Questions were asked about influences, critical moments and significant others.
The interview also focused on the perceived future and how they imagined their future plans and
choices. Because of the deliberately open questions, the biographical scope varied. For example, some
of the informants talked about their childhood and episodes they interpreted had had a great impact
on their future choices. Other focused the period from upper secondary school.
The informants were also asked to illustrate and sketch their careers and transitions as a timeline. They
started off with an empty sheet, to avoid directing them into a linear perception. These timelines
became an additional important material illustrating turning points, different interpretations of time,
futures and sometimes imagined parallel futures. While some of the informants mainly highlighted
structural turning points, others emphasized self-initiated turning points in a greater extent. Several of
the timelines consisted of crossroads, highlighting a dimension of imagined parallel futures.
The timelines support the biographical narratives and in many cases, stresses the relational temporal
dimensions at play. For example, it appears as if those informants who provided detailed
reconstructions of influences and turning points from their younger years also were more oriented
towards the future, as they tended to draw up an extended planning horizon. They were, for example,
comfortable in illustrating how they imagined their careers in ten or twenty years from now. In the
following paper this is analyzed in relation to resources, social positions, as well as social norms,
opportunity structures and local context.

Expected outcomes/results
As the empirical analysis is in an initial stage, the results are preliminary and incomplete. The analysis
of the empirical data highlights how temporal meaning is created, how time is described, evaluated
and organized in relation to different career alternatives and how young people through different
timetables position and identify themselves.
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The preliminary findings demonstrate the relation between time, space and mobility. The sociogeographic location affected the young people’s views of themselves, their horizons of action and their
time horizons. The findings of this study are in line with previous research (Ball et al. 2000, Reay et al.
2005) showing that geographical position, local culture and local opportunity structures are important.
For example, public narratives of expectations to move to a bigger city were present in many of the
personal narratives. Narratives of mobility seem interconnected to a temporal future horizon.
References to a potential move to more urban areas were made within narratives focusing on the
future. This normative narrative was closely connected to an idea that young people that hadn´t left
their hometown were “not moving forward”, indicating an imagined stagnation in both a spatial and
temporal sense. Even if the young people resisted such stereotypes, they were present as a reference
in the personal narratives.
The analysis further shows how the informants related to public career timetables (Roth 1963) and life
scripts (Frykman 1992) as they evaluated their own careers in relation to a perceived socially desired
and premiered chronology of transitions. Even though contemporary transitions are destandardized
and from a temporal perspective more circular in nature, a public narrative of linearity of transitions
were present as a social normative, functioning as a frame of reference affecting the young people´s
temporal perceptions.
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